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Students Invited to Take
Whirl on Campus "Carousel"

Hope Takes Part
In Choir Festival
On March 18, the Michigan Intercollegiate Choir Festival was
held in the Grand Rapids Civic
Auditorium at 8:15 P.M.
Nine colleges participated in the
choral festival. They were Adrian,
Alma, Calvin, Hillsdale, Emmanuel
Missionary, Hope, Kalamazoo, and
Olivet.
The program was opened by an
overture played by a 55 piece honors orchestra. The musicians were
selected from the orchestras of
each college on the leaders recommendations.
Each choir f r o m the nine schools
sang a group selection of its own.
In conclusion all the choirs combined into a mass choir of 500 and
sang five anthems. The orchestra
accompanied some of these anthems.
Hope sent the Chapel Choir under the leadership of Dr. Robert
Cavanaugh to t h e festival. " 0 Sing
Ye Unto the Lord" by Heinrich
Schutz, "Ausmeiner Sunden Tiefe"
by Orlandi di Lasso and " H e a r My
P r a y e r " of A. Kopylof was the
group selection of Hope.
The joint choirs united in "All
People That on E a r t h do Dwell" of
Gustav Hoist, "Coronation Anthem" of Handel, "Soe Wee May
Sing" of Normand Lockwood,
"Surely He Hath Borne Our Griefs"
of Graun-Buszin, and "Hail Bright
Abode" of Richard Wagner.
The first choir festival was held
in Kalamazoo in 1952, and is now
held biannially. The festival took
place in Grand Rapids in 1954 and
was given in Holland during Tulip
Time in 1956.

Classics Club
to Become
National Frat
Gamma Rho Chapter of E t a Sigma Phi, national classics honor
fraternity, was to be installed on
Hope's campus February 17th.
However, , due to heavy snow the
installation team from Northwestern was unable to come. The
speaker. Dr. Coert Rylaarsdam of
the University of Chicago Federated Faculties, was snowbound at
South Haven. April 18th is ihi
new date set f o r the installation,
at which time Dr. Rylaarsdam will
deliver his address, "The Classical
Heritage and Our Vision of Man."
When classics students indicated
a desire to have national ties in
1955, Professor Wolters immediately began to work on the project. Eta Sigma Phi was selected
and the application approved. Organization took considerable time.
Preparations have been completed
and arrangements made f o r the
oldest national chapter (organized
at Northwestern in the 20's) to install the new group.
The pui^ose of the group is to
promote interest in classical studies a m o n j unJergraduate students,
including the civilization of classical times^i.e. art, history, and literature.
National organizations
also provide inter-campus relationship f o r the pooling of ideas and
activities.
Membership is limited to students with a "B" average according to the national constitution.
Otherwise power remains with the
local chapters. Classics Club will
function until initiation. A f t e r that
students not selected f o r the national group will become associate
member.
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Nominating Completed
for Campus Elections

•

With nominations now complete,
the slate for coming campus elections shows Dick Brockmeier, Gene
Klaaren, and Carl Ver Beek in the
race for Student Council President. Ruth Voss, Carol Cook, Judy
Mulder, and Isla Van Eenanaam
will compete for the Vice President position.
to

national

I.R.C.

Conference, in

Washington,

D.

C.

Competition for Senior class
president includes Harley Brown,
Fred Brown, Allen Grube, John
Meyer, and Art Olson. On the
Junior Class Presidential slate are
the opening session of the confe- Chandler, and Rowland Van Es.
rence, and Mr. Edward L. Wag- John Kleinheksel, Jim Evers, Ron
goner, Syrian Desk Officer from Sophomore candidates are Bill
the United States Department of Vanderbilt, Mark De Witt, Wayne
State, will speak at the conference Joosse, Pete Geitner, and Dennis
banquet t h a t evening.
Hengeveld.

Fourteen to Attend National
I. R. C. Conference in D. C.
Fourteen members of Hope College International Relations Club
will travel to Washington, D. C.
during spring vacation to represent Hope College at the national
conference of International Relations Clubs. The Hope delegation
will include Gene Boelte, Ron
Chandler, Barb Emmick, Betty
Fell, John Heins, Mary Klaaren,
Chuck Lemmen, Alberta Litts, Jane
MacEachron, Artel Newhouse, Nancy Raymer, Roger TeHennepe,
Professor Gearhart and Dr. Fried.

Students will also hear Senator
Theodore F. Green, Chairman of
the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations, and Mr. Rowland Evans,
Jr., Washington correspondent for
the New York Herald Tribune, who
will present "A Roundup of United States Policy Planning." Other
scheduled conference activities include a global briefing in the State
Department and visits to Capitol
Hill and to one of the foreign embassies in Washington.

This is the largest delegation
Hope College has ever sent to the
national IRC conference; but, according to present plans announced
The Hope delegates will have
by Hope IRC President John
the
opportunity to meet with J e r r y
Heins, all members of the.delegation will have opportunity to con- Ford, congressman from our district, who has long been a good
tribute actively to the four-day
friend of the Hope IRC. Since the
convention program.
Hope IRC project for the current
year
is to bring an Austrian studTwo Hope students have been
asked to take part in two different ent to Hope, the group will probatelevision programs. Charles Lem- bly be most interested in the visit
to the Austrian Embassy for which
men, Vice President of the Hope
arrangements are currently being
IRC, will appear on the network
made*
program "College News ConfeThe Hope delegates will travel
rence" to discuss activities of our
to Washington on March 29th and
club, while Ron Chandler will take
return to Holland on April 2nd or
part in a "Model State Depart3rd. During the conference the
ment" telecast in which he will asgroup will be housed at the Maysume the role of the United States flower Hotel, which serves as conDesk Officer for Egyptian Affairs. ference headquarters. As time for
Other delegates will serve on vari- the conference approaches, Hope
ous panels, take part in round- delegates are busy with preparatable discussions, work on the tions. A special reading list of
Hope IRC program display and available books on the Middle East
participate in the political aspects has been distributed and the college library is now preparing a
of the conference.
display of materials of interest to
The main topic of the conference anyone concerned with the "Probis "Problems of the Middle East." lems of the Middle East."
Students will approach the study
of these problems through the medium of a simulated State Depart- Ruth Slenezynska
ment in which various delegations Guest Artist At
are assigned responsibility f o r one Sixth Civic Concert
of the "desks." The Hope IRC,
Ruth Slenezynska, the girl who
assigned to man the Egyptian was a child prodigy not too many
desk, will be responsible f o r work- years ago, recently performed at
ing out recommendations f o r Unit- the Holland . Civic Center.
ed States policy towards t h a t counMiss Slenezynska, whose life has
try. Participation in the realistic been made public on a " T h i s . Is
policy making situation will help Your Life" telecast and in McCairs,
students to realize the complex is not yet firmly re-established in
nature of State Department acti- her career a f t e r a 12 year selfvity while it will also deepen imposed retirement.
Her recently published autobiotheir concern for, and understandgraphy,
"Forbidden Childhood,"
ing of, the present state of our intells the story of her life as a
volvement in the Middle East.
child prodigy and how her f a t h e r
Dr. J o h n S. Badeau, President
dominated her career.
of the N e a r E a s t Foundation and
In her program she played some
former President of the American
of the works of Bach, MendelsUniversity in Cairo (where Dr. sohn, Beethoven, Bartok, Liszt and
Hollenbach spent the past two Chopin. She is considered to be
•years as Dean of the Faculty of one of the most competent ChopinArts and Sciences), will address ists of the day.

All nominations were made
through the campus fraternities
and sororities. Campaign managers f o r the Student Council candidates are as follows: Paul K r a g t
for the Arcadian candidate, Dick
Brockmeier; Harold Van't Hof f o r
Cosmopolitan
candidate
Gene
Klaaren; and Paul Lydens for F r a ternal candidate Carl Ver Beek.
Greta Weeks and Barbara Reuss
are managers for Delphi candidate, Ruth Voss; Margo Gotte for
Dorian candidate Carol Cook; Lois
Griffes f o r Sibylline's Judy Mulder; and Sandy Dressel and Barbara Bootsman for Sorosis candidate Isla Van Eenenaam.

"Carousel," which is the theme
of the Penny Carnival, will be held
at 8:00 p.m. this Saturday in the
Hope College gymnasium.
Featured at the Carnival will be
booths sponsored by each of the
sororities and fraternities on campus. Also, the Y is submitting a
booth in which pop and potato
chips will be sold. Some of the
other booths a r e : "Miniature Golf,"
"Sponge Plunge," "Spook House,"
"Duck for Clams," and "Battle the
Bottle." The I.R.C. will sponsor a
booth that will sell an Austrian
dessert.
A program will be held at 10:00
t h a t evening. Featured at the program will be Carl Ver Beek as M.
C. or barker and the Co-Eds will
sing "If I Loved You" and "June
Is Bustin' Out All Over." Paul
Buit, dressed like "Billie" in the
production of "Carousel," will offer the humor. Selections will also
be played on a chord organ which
imitates a calliope and was donated
by Meyers Music Store. Ending the
program will be the presentation
of the cup f o r the sorority and
f r a t e r n i t y t h a t makes the most
money.
Sponsoring this event is the W.
A.L. and Helen Hungerink and J a n
Owen are general co-chairmen.
Other committee chairmen are
Mar-Les Exo, admissions; Carol
Ham, publicity; Jane Klaasen, prog r a m ; Carol Paton, decorations;
and Phil Prins, Clean-up.
All profits from the all-college
project will be used to help the
International Relations Club bring
an Austrian student to the United
States.

Zylman and Langejans

Active campaigning will contiPresent Recital
nue April 14-15. Primary elections
On Thursday, March 20th, at
are scheduled f o r Wednesday April 8:15 p.m., the Music Department
16, with final elections April 17.
of Hope College presented a joint
recital given by Terril Zylman,
junior saxophonist a n d Calvin
Frances Roundhouse
Langejans, senior percussionist.
The recital took place in Hope
Presents Recital
Frances Roundhouse, a senior Memorial Chapel. Others appearing on the program were Mary
music-major at Hope College, preLou Pierson and Edna Hollander,
sented a soprano solo recital on
accompanists, S h a r Russe, harpist;
Thursday, March 13th at 8:15 p.m. David Van Dyke, flutist, in a numin the Hope College Memorial ber f o r Alto saxophone, flute and
Chapel.
harp by Maurice Baron; Jack Ver
Miss Roundhouse presented three Hulst and A1 Kruiswyk, percusgroups of soprano solos. The first sionists in a percussion ensemble
group consisted of three German composition f o r timpani, snare
drum, bass drum, triangle, cymbal,
Lieder by Hugo De Wolf. The
and three tom-toms, by Jack Mc
second group consisted of three
Kenzie; and the Hope College
languages: Italian, Fioccala Neve
Brass Choir, Raymond Roth, conb y - C i m a r a ; French, Extase by ductor, in a concerto f o r timpani
Duparo and L'Heure Exquise by and brass choir composed by Mr.
Hahn; Spanish, Sin Tu Amor by Langejans.
Sandoval. The last group conOther numbers on the program
include:
"Rapsodie f o r Saxophone
sists of five songs in English:
Greensleeves* Old English Folk and Piano" by Claude Debussy,
Tunes, How To Love Thee by "Concerto in E Minor" f o r Alto
Saxophone and Piano by J . GureLippe, Spirit Flower by Campbellwich, two traditional snare-drum
Tipton, Silent Noon by Vaughn
solos by Vincent Mott and J. Burns
Williams, Into the Light by La
Moore, and two timpani sonatas
Forge.
by William J. Schinstine and AlexMiss Roundhouse has studied ander Tcherephine.
voice f o r four years under the
direction of Dr. Robert W. CavanThe Chapel Choir will present
augh, head of the music departan informal afternoon concert
ment at Hope College. She was
beginning
a t 4:00 P.M. on
accompanied by Ruth Wright, a
Thursday, March 27 in the
senior piano m a j o r f r o m Berne,
Chapel. Dr. Cavanaugh will
New York.
direct the choir in the entire
Lynalice Nelson, a sophomore
tour program. As in past years,
from Muskegon, accompanied one #the audience may enter and
group on the organ: Chorle Preleave freely during t h e performance.
lude by Brahms and Toccata and
Fugue in D Minor by J.S. Bach.
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Books And College Libraries In 1970's
Librarians of college libraries
join most whole-heartedly in approving the theme and in encouraging the activities of this first
National Library Week with, perhaps, one major difference in approach. While the librarians of
our public libraries are still thinking of ways to induce more of
their public to read more books,
the librarians of the college
libraries are wondering what in
the world they are going to do
when more and more college students want to read more and more
books.
The period of the 1970's has been
selected as a safe one f o r the daydreams of a librarian of the IQSO's.
We could hope that the dreams
might have come true in the 1960's,
but during t h a t period the small
college might probably be imitating the universities, building big
classroom buildings with great lecture halls, setting up reserved book
rooms and filling them with duplicates, and in many ways following blindly along where the known
path leads. Therefore, it is not
until the TO's that we can hope

that the small college (small then
only in comparison with the universities) will have hewn a path
of its own.
By 1970 we shall have ceased to
grieve about the passing of the
small classes t h a t made possible
a personal contact between teacher
and pupil. We may look back
upon this distinctive feature as
one of the contributions made by
the small college to the educational
picture. We shall not say that
there was nothing to take its place.
The beginning of personal contact
between books and students was a
greater contribution to educational
methods. Is it not acknowledged
that the best of the teachers in
the smallest of classes was the
one who inspired students to be
independent and engage in learning for themselves? We have left
behind the time when a textbook
or handy manual, together with
some lecture notes, would assure
passing examination and getting a
passing grade, and have entered
a period when every year brings
demands f o r a greater amount and
a wider variety of teaching ma-

terials in the library.
Even should we take the road
to expansion in the traditional
manner, the college library is in
for a period of change never experienced before. More students on
the campus, will, of course, mean
more students in the library. Colleges must find money f o r library
buildings which will accommodate
the wave of students promised before 1970. Even the traditional
formula of providing reading space
for thirty to forty percent of the
student body will make our own
reading space f o r thirty to f o r t y
percent of the student body will
make our own reading room seating capacity of 120 seats seem
small indeed. At the same time,
book collections will be doubling
in volumes and book budgets will
be keeping pace in order to provide resources f o r the ever increasing enrollment. There is, of
course, a correlation between the
size of the college and the size of
its book collection, as well as the
number of books added each year.
What resources do we at Hope
College have to start with on our

Tomorrows
utives
o YOU have what it takes to get to the
top?

D

control, GM gives you all the advantages

To run a General Motors Division with

with the benefits a large organization

its many plants and myriad problems?

provides.

To help plan a finance program involving

of working with a small firm, together

Remember too that there is opportunity
without limit at General Motors —for

billions of dollars?

"promotion from within" has been a
To manage the sales of one of the many
GM products?

GM policy for decades.
Interested? Sign up for an interview. You

Or to supervise the personnel or public
relations programs of a company with

may find a future as big as you wish to
make it.

employes in 126 plants in 71 cities and
19 states?
If you do, you're just the kind of person
that General Motors' team of interviewers is looking for during its visit
to your campus. For the students
employed today will be top GM executives 10, 15, or 2 0 years from now.
And when you're thinking about a position with General Motors, remember
this: Because of its diversification,

General Motors
interviewers
will be on campus
April 9
to interview students
for positions in
ACCOUNTING • PERSONNEL
SALES • PUBLIC RELATIONS
MANUFACTURING SUPERVISION

decentralized operation and coordinated

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION
Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan

own road to expansion ? The working collection f o r faculty and students at a recent inventory numbered some 45,000 volumes. This
might be considered adequate f o r
a small college of 500 students.
But already we have need of a
library of 75,000 volumes. Only
because the library is not used to
the fullest extent can we provide
for our present enrollment of 1,000
students. At least 100,000 volumes
will be needed before 1970. A f t e r
that, must libraries continue to
double or will limits of some kind
be set to control growth and need ?
Since methods of teaching, as well
as college objectives, have determined the growth of libraries in
the immediate past, will methods
be considered in planning the size
of the college library of the f u t u r e ?
What, besides enrollment, then,
will determine the use made of
the library in 1970? We have long
paid lipservice to the library as
"the heart of the college", but the
college has failed thus f a r to make
this so. Perhaps during the GO's
it will actually become a laboratory
to serve f o r the humanities and f o r
the social sciences as the science
laboratory has served the natural
sciences. This is not a new idea
for the 1950's, but it is f a r from
universal acceptance and practice.
However, in a survey reported by
Time magazine in the April 15,
1957, issue, the tendency away
from textbook and lecture teaching
has now "assumed the proportions
of a definite trend". When this
trend becomes common practice
and students become actively engaged in learning f o r themselves,
no library will be big enough.
To put the laboratory method
into effect would require not only
a larger library building but a
different kind of building. How
can books be made available to
great numbers of students for independent study and research ?
Surely not by the huge reserved
book rooms f o r required reading
that have developed in the universities. Perhaps reading rooms
devoted to special areas or subjects
can be achieved in spite of the
high cost of such plans, plans so
expensive to operate t h a t they
have been reserved for graduate
seminars rather than f o r undergraduate reading rooms. The "open
look" seen in the newer library
architecture and the increasing use
of glass as partitions may bring
this plan into use before 1970, because it has removed many difficulties of supervision and control.
However, before we draw blue
prints f o r the physical plant of
1970, we should look at possible
expansion along non-traditional
lines. Since it is primarily the
methods of teaching that are reflected in the use made of the
library and its collections, new
methods must be anticipated. Various proposals are appearing in educational literature as solutions
which would relieve the college of
a need of doubling its faculty and
classroom facilities. Most of these
center around the use of radio and
television in teaching, making it
possible f o r a few faculty members
to reach greater numbers of students. In the event of such development there would be money f o r
larger library buildings because
there would be little or no need
f o r bigger classroom buildings.
Classrooms might be turned into
individual offices because each faculty member will need a large office space where he will be surrounded by the tools and mechanics
f o r broadcasting and, f o r those not
too timid, the paraphenalia f o r TV
performance.
Actually, this type of teaching
is not just sensational experimen-

tation; nor is it f o r the 70's; it is
already here. As early as 1942, a
survey was made of thirty-eight
colleges and universities broadcasting to classrooms, and in 1955, the
American Council on Education began publishing reports on teaching
by closed circuit television.
It is not too hard to believe that
should radio and television take
over the classroom, the classroom
will move to the library, and librarians will become teachers.
Problems for the library will increase f a r beyond that of the
aquisition of 100,000 books. Specially trained reference assistants
will be on hand, and personal help
at the place of sources will go f a r
to make up f o r the loss of personal contact in the classroom.
Will "radio and television" cease
to be scare words before 1970 for
college faculty members and librarians ? Both can get excited
about the account in the Saturday Review of February 8, 1958,
of the "Sunrise Semester" at New
York University, devoted to modern fiction. A f t e r the first lecture,
not a copy of the novel which was
discussed could be bought in a
bookstore in New York City. It
was an academic and bookish program", yet it scored a popular success. Examples of the public's response to an introduction to good
books and the resultant "boom in
good books" is almost unbelievable.
Imagine the joy in both classroom
and library if a student would say
as did a man in North Dakota:
"Just read the Odyssey! Boy that
Homer sure can write! Have you
any more by h i m ? " Yet, if students ever descended upon a library
a f t e r such an inspiring telecast,
what would happen? That takes
some thinking about.
Happily, f o r those who do not
wish to follow the road of radio,
or television, there is another
movement designed to alter teaching methods and thereby relieve
the college of the necessity f o r expansion. This has been described
by Henry Steele Commager in the
J a n u a r y 29, 1956, issue of the New
York Times Magazine. He has this
to say: "We are prisoners of our
traditions and habits, and particularly, the prisoners of one tradition t h a t has come down through
the centuries—The tradition of the
lecture . . . We still tend to think
of teaching as it was centuries
ago, before the rise of the university library . . . We still refuse
to learn what Oxford and Cambridge, f o r example, have taken to
heart, that . . . a major part of
education is, and should be, performed by students themselves . . .
One very simple way, then, to meet
the shortage of teaching talent is
to cut down on the lectures and
therewith reduce the nember of
professors t h a t lectures call for.
From the point of view of the
student, the time spent going to
lectures and preparing f o r course
examinations can more profitably
be spent in the library."
It would seem that, regardless
of the road t h a t the college chooses
to take—that of expanding by traditional methods, or that of changing its objectives and methods of
teaching—the library comes in f o r
an increasingly greater share of
attention. By the 1960's, the library will be taking a very large
part in the education of an undergraduate. The challenge of the
1970's will be the need to discover
how the library can meet the demand t h a t it play the biggest p a r t
in college instruction. The function of the academic library will
still be the same—to bring the
book and the student together. But
how many more books! And how
many more students!!
—By a Librarian of the 50's

HOPE

American Music.. Slow to Develop
by Diane Sluyter
Aaron Copland, the renouned American composer, addressed
the student body on March 11 on the subject entitled "Comparatjye Trends of Contempory European and American Music.' We
shall t r y in this article to summarize what Mr. Copland said in
his speech.
F i r s t of all music has been slow to develop in America f o r
several reasons. The Europeans are reluctant to accept our music
f o r they feel the a r t s should be left to them. Also, America has
little serious tradition to fall back on. In our country there is a
lack of understanding as to what creativity really means. The
artist passes on the feeling of life in his century while real
creativity is pushed aside. At first the Americans used music
from Europe, mainly from England and Germany. Native born
composers studied in Europe and were impressed by the classics,
thusly there were no new creations composed.
At the beginning of the twentieth century the American
composers had an American profile in their music. American folk
materials were used in the long works. In the twenties jazz came
to the forefront. This phase of music which was strictly American
in nature was criticized greatly when first played as an art. The
freedom of rhythm in jazz, however, lent itself to f u r t h e r development in a more serious vain. Polyrhythmic jazz is used in all
composition. The interest of other countries in jazz is great; but
a problem has arisen f o r it is taking over serious music. There
are several characteristics of the American profile in serious
music: it is forward in form and usually symphonic.
In Europe the rhythm changes, melodies can be longer and
larger in range, there is a drier sound in music, and the texture
is more complex. Composers today work with more parts and in
a wider range. New methods are being introduced in music; the
twelve tone method is an example of this. There is openmindedness today about experimentation in music.
Europe relies too much on tradition in music; in America
composers are able to think freshly. The American public does
not g r a s p new music readily but is usually lagging in this area
such as in its acceptance of the twelve tones. Our age should
understand these new musicians more naturally f o r they are of
our times.
Mr. Copland also made two other addresses during the course
of the day. One was given a t an informal gathering during the
afternoon and the other to the IRC Club in the evening.
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Sororities Look Forward
to Penny Carnival and
Campus Elections
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"Alaska" Ends
Kiwanis Series

Frats Meet,
Install Officers

Alpha-Phi
The Kiwanis Club of Holland Cosmopolitan
will
present the final program of
Alpha-phi will meet tonight at
The Cosmos held a literary meet7 f o r a regular literary meeting. the World Travel Series in the ing this past weekend. A serious
A business meeting will also be Chapel at 7:45 P.M. on Wednesday, paper was presented by Raymond
held. Final arrangements for the March 26. The final lecture of this Beckering on the subject "Polio
Penny Carnival booth will be series is concerned with Alaska and the Saulk Vaccine." The humor
made, under Nancy Long's direc- and will be narrated by Fred paper f o r the evening was given by
tion. The participation of the new Machetanz.
Darrell Beernink.
Fred Machetanz and his wife,
sorority in the coming campus
Emersonian
Sara, live in Alaska much of each
elections will be discussed.
The Emersonian Fraternity held
year. As a team, they have writAlpha Sigma Alpha
an open house immediately followA. S. A. — 1 held a business ten seven books on Alaskan sub- ing the concert this past Friday
meeting last Friday night, during jects and Mr. Machetanz is also an evening. The chaperons f o r the
which the past formal was dis- artist. He has produced a number event were Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
cussed. Plans were made in anxious of motion pictures covering vari- Van Dahm. Mr. Van Dahm is the
anticipation of the Penny Carnival. ous phases of this area, and he is faculty advisor f o r the f r a t e r n i t y .
By now work f o r the booth is just now on the staff of Walt Disnoy. Student host and hostess were
about completed. Tonight A.S.A. His latest production f o r Disney Wayne Joosse and Sarah Needham.
looks forward to a delightful eve- is the Cinemascope movie "Alaska
At their last business meeting
Sled Dog."
ning as guests of the Sibs.
the Emersonian Fraternity elected
From the thousands of feet in
Delphi
their new officers for the third
his library, Mr. Machetanz has
At the Delphi meeting of March
term. The newly elected officers
edited a film that will be of special
7th, devotions were led by Carol
interest and of broad scope to this are: Dave Kots, president; Paul
Nieuwsma; serious paper was preBuit, vice-president; John Zwygparticular audience. This film will
sented by Sue Kirkwood; and
huizen, secretary; and Robert Bratgive a very complete picture of
Marge Ten Haken gave the humor
modern Alaska as .veil as much of ton, sergeant-at-arms.
paper. The Delphis were happy to
its excitement — animals, fishing,
Fraternal
welcome their new pledge Cathlogging, lumbering, and gold minThe Fraternal Society, at its last
erine Kurth.
ing. It will show the famous Al- literary meeting, heard serious
Ruth Voss was chosen candidate
askan Highway, Ketchikan, Juneau, papers delivered by Jim Cooper
for Vice-President of the Student
Glacier Bay, Fairbanks, the Aleu- and Dave Bosch on the topic: "My
Council. Her campaign managers
are Greta Weeks and Barbara tians, Matanuska Valley and other Philosophy of Life". Each of the
Reuss. Plans are being made f o r points of interest. Upon request senior men of the Society will dethe annual Delphi fashion show to Mr. Machetanz has included in this liver a similar address before gradfilm the famous Lake George and uation. Group singing f o r the eveRussian Educational Machine Formidable
be presented on April 18th.
But May Cause Soviet Leaders Trouble
The Delphis were very pleased the "Disappearing Lake" — a body ning was directed by Bill Drake.
During the business meeting the
with the success of the rummage of water 14 miles long and 120
The average twelfth-grade Rus- event in a Soviet citizen's life,
sale held on March 2 in Grand feet deep, which completely disap- fraternity heard the exaugural adsian student has a better scientific Gunther feels. The university gradRapids by members of the senior pears when the Knik Glacier, which dress of its retiring president M e n
education than most American col- uate inevitably wins honor and fi- class.
holds it back, disintegrates. Mrs. Vander Lind and the inaugural adnancial
rewards—often
much
soonMachetanz and their sled dog "See- dress of its newly elected presilege graduates. That's the observaSorosis
er
than
our
own
graduates.
All
go"
will appear while Mr. Mache- dent, David Dethmers.
tion of world traveler John GunThe Sororites were hostesses to
ther, who recently returned from that the non-graduate can hope for the Delphi Sorority at a joint tanz conducts our movie tour.
Knickerbocker
is a manual or clerical job on a
a tour of Russia.
meeting in Durfee Lounge on
Dr. William Vander Lugt, Dean
f a r m or factory.
Monday,
March
17th.
Ruth
Veldof the College, became an honorary
Soviet emphasis on science deMoscow University, completed in man and Isla Van Eenenam had Dining Hall Committee
member of Kappa E t a Nu at his
mands grueling effort f r o m pupils,
to
Serve
as
1953,
is
the
city's
proudest
buildplanned
a
"make
it
yourself
sunGunther reports in the March
formal initiation into the f r a t e r n i t y
ing,
Gunther
writes.
It
is,
except
"Sounding
Board"
dae"
party.
Reader's Digest. Every student
Sunday, March 16. Although Dr.
Student Council is completing
preparing for college must take for the . Eiffel Tower,. the tallest
Vander Lugt's election to memberplans for a Dining Hall Committee
ten years of math, four of chem- structure in Europe. Its cost, $750
ship took place over a month ago,
to
serve
as
a
link
between
the
million,
was
greater
than
the
total
istry, five of physics and six of
his initiation was postponed until
combined endowments of Harvard,
student body and the college food
biology.
his son. Bob Vander Lugt, took
Yale and Princeton.
service. The committee, suggested
office as President. Thus, in a uniThe Soviet child attends school
by Mr. Dressner of the Slater Food
University standards are severe,
que situation, a member of the
213 days a year, as against 180
Service, will act as a "sounding
but
there
are
many
inducements
Knickerbockers had the opportunity
in the United States. Homework
board"
through
which
constructive
More than 25,000 scholarships
of bringing his own f a t h e r into his
assignments requiring from four for the student. He is paid by the
criticisms may be made.
for
Americans
who
wish
to
study
fraternity. Also initiated at this
to six hours' daily are not uncom- state to go to college and can earn
According to recent Council acabroad
and
f
o
r
foreign
students
substantial
bonuses
if
his
work
is
meeting were two second semester
mon.
tions,
the
committee
will
include
who want to study in the United
pledges, Gene Barnhart and Hank
Being accepted into college is considerably above par. In addione male and one female repreStates
are
listed
in
the
new
1958
Martens.
probably the most important single tion, he is exempted from military
service.
edition of the Handbook on Inter- sentative of each dining hall, the
At last Friday's literary meeting
head waiters and waitresses, and a
Careful planning has paid off for national Study recently published
Student Council member who will a "History of Knickerbocker" was
the Soviet government, Gunther by the Institute of International
presented by Karl Hoellrich. This
serve as chairman.
writes. Of all students enrolled in Education.
paper is part of preparations now
B U N T E ' S
The Handbook, now in its second
Russian colleges, 65 percent aim
being made for next year's fiftieth
for science degrees, as against only edition, is truly a "how-to" guide
anniversary celebration. At the
P H A R M A C Y
on international education with in10 percent in the United States.
same meeting, devotions w e r e
formation ranging from where to
By
James
Clark
54 E. 8th
Ph. EX 6-6511
But impressive as it is, the Sovgiven by Bruce Brummels, a music
study nuclear physics in Sweden
The very people who write lib- paper by Ed Westerbeke, and a
iet educational system has its
to the exchange rate of the Italian eral magazine articles criticizing
drawbacks, Gunther reports. Great
Humor paper by Chuck Skinner.
rupee. It not only lists the 25,000 prejudiced attitudes such as "all
gaps exist in the knowledge of
Dick Bennett acted as critic.
awards and grants of more than Negroes are lazy," and "all Orieneven the best educated. "The Rus250 different scholarship programs,
sians are the most ignorant people
tals are treacherous," are a p t to
in the world about affairs outside but also lists the requirements f o r come up a t any time with profound is going to the dogs, anymore than
these programs, describes Ameri- dissertations on the manners and does a Dienbienphu massacre show
their own country," he writes.
can and foreign education, and dis- morals of Today's Youth. Yet it any unusual tendency toward homHe detects a possibility that, in
cusses government regulations a f - seems to me just as absurd to icide in the Older Generation. Peoits eagerness to educate the great
fecting the international student. generalize about Youth as it is to ple have been killing each other off
mass of its citizens, the Soviet
The • scholarship programs listed generalize about any other social ever since Cain and it seems rather
government may eventually loosen
range from grants f o r the mature group. The fact t h a t f o u r New silly to attach a special significance
or change its structure.
specialist to awards f o r the teen- York boys gang up to kill an old •to it at this late date.
"Once a class is created which ager.
• • • • • •
•••••••
man does not indicate t h a t Youth
Neither do the boys who win
is taught to think, particularly in
The 450-page book gives other
Four-H awards, or scholarships, or
scientific terms," he writes, "it will information valuable to the stuNATIONAL LIBRARY WEEK
nominations f o r the JCC Man of
sooner or later begin to think f o r dent who wants to study in a
March 16-22, 1958
special section covers s u m m e r
the Year, prove t h a t Youth today
itself in other fields."
foreign land. There is a compre- study abroad.
is more intelligent and industrious
hensive listing of colleges and uniThis second edition of the HE
than ever before. I suspect t h a t
versities in 74 countries around the Handbook has several new features,
my generation is really not very
world and in the United States. including a list of U.S. colleges
different from the one t h a t preAlso given are the names and and universities offering special
ceded it, or the ten t h a t preceded
services of organizations willing to English language courses to fort h a t one. My generation is comhelp the "exchangee" find living eign students, a statistical resume
posed of individuals, with all the
quarters or meet new people in the of exchanges between t h e U.S. and
good qualities and bad qualities
THE KOFFEE KLETZ
community where he is studying. other countries f o r the last 35
found in any group of individuals,
There are tips on selecting your years, and a chronology of the
IS READY TO SERVE YOU
and its only real distinction is t h a t
school in another country, an ex- m a j o r events in international eduit is younger on the average than
These Attractions
plination of degree and credit re- cation.
the generation of its parents. I
SOUPS —HAMBURGS —CHEESE SANDWICHES
quirements of both U.S. and forThe price of the Handbook is don't think it is Lost or Silent or
CHEESEBURGERS — HOT CHOCOLATE
eign educational systems, foreign $3.00 and may be obtained f r o m
Cynical or Scared, at least not to
currency exchange rates, and an the Institute of International EdSODAS AND SUNDAES — ROLLS AND COFFEE
a greater degree than the rest of
extensive bibiography in the field ucation, 1 E a s t 67th Street in New
the world is Lost and Scared.
of international e d u c a t i o n . A York City.
(Continued on page 5, Col. 1)

Foreign Study
Handbook Now
Available
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Letters to the
Editor
Dear Editor:
May I call attention of the student body to a delightful article
in the March issue of LAS
AMERICAS in our library. On
page 26, in "A WORD WITH
J E S U S MARIA SANROMA", it
goes on to say: "Unfamiliar music
does require some effort on the
part of the listener. It's a small
effort and worthwhile, but many
people are unwilling to make it.
They limit themselves to the 'classics', which a f t e r all where modern
in their day. Children, now, have
no tonic-and-dominant prejudices
and will listen to anything on its
own terms. Actually, there are
only two kinds of music—good and
bad."
Sanroma appeared at the 1957
Casals Festival and will play the
Beethoven Emperor Concerto at
this year's.
Coming so recently a f t e r the appearance of Dr. Copeland on our
campus, this article is most timely
and interesting. Do read it.
—Marguerite Prins

Ronald Lokhorst
Richard Stadt
Karen Nyhuis, J. Gregory Bryson,
Russell Yonkers Vern Essenburg
Bookkeeping Manager
Robert Bratton
Dear Editor:
Typists
Barbara Phillippsen, Donald Gallo
In the Anchor of February 28,
in your Letters to Editor, you presented a letter by Jim Stringer. It
was an "excuse" f o r the lack of
Tomorrow marks the end of the observance of National Library student spirit towards extra-curWeek. The theme of this first national observance was "Wake up and ricular activities, such as Anchor
read". I am sure that no reminders about the pleasures, rewards, and and P&M. His explanation both
necessity of reading books is necessary f o r college students, especially amused and alarmed me. He said
Hope students, as the library records show its circulation has trebled this lack of spirit was due to, "inthis year. Yet, I am sure we could all benefit f r o m a review and re- creasing course requirements, outside work". Therefore, the students
vision of our reading habits.
Too many students get into the rut of reading only in certain are forced to give up some of the
areas. Perhaps this is a necessary evil resulting f r o m attempts by the extra-curricular activities. If the
students to fill the reading requirements of departmental majors. Yet, reason f o r less participation in
it seems as though there should be a few hours each week t h a t P&M and Anchor is the increased
students could devote to the reading of material not directly connected work load, more strenuous requirements by our "profs", then t h a t
with these areas of interest.
Another temptation often yielded to is to read only those works may not be such a bad excuse.
which represent or support the "true", "good", "correct", "proper", However, I am n o t nearly con"clean", "moral", "American", or "Christian" side of any movement, vinced that this is the case. But
problem, or discussion. This is most foolish and those who engage in if it were, it would show that the
this practice are not as virtuous as they may feel they are. No m a t t e r Hope College faculty is awakening
which "camp" we are in or which "side" we are on, we at least owe it to an awareness that they should
to ourselves to know what the opposition is saying. This month's dis- increase Hope's academic emphasis.
play in the library shelves is about "Book-burning" and includes a
I am reminded here of a statemessage from President Eisenhower encouraging Americans to read ment made some years ago by
and discuss Communism and other controversial issues. The president Woodrow Wilson, when he adbelieves t h a t only in that way can we understand and successfully dressed a Phi Beta Kappa honor
oppose them. If anyone is afraid t h a t his " f a i t h " or "beliefs" cannot society. Said Wilson, "The first
stand the trial of being exposed to opposing ideas, he, of all people, purpose of the university is the
should read controversial literature. Perhaps these beliefs which can- training of the intellect. And I
not stand under pressure are not worthy of being held.
have not seen any disturbing proNo one need be afraid either of examining "modern" or "realistic" gress made in that direction." This
works, containing what very apparently is filth. The examing of such statement curtly describes the
material does not automatically contaminate the reader. It must be present dangerous condition t h a t is
remembered that we do live in a filthy world, inhabited by sinful seen in too many of our institupeople, and, once again, we are obligated to know what is being said tions of learning — from kinderand done and written in the world around us. There is nothing com- garten through college. I do not
mendable in imitating the ostrich. Would-be Puritans are reminded believe t h a t Hope College is an
t h a t a large percentage of what is considered the world's greatest outstanding exception.
literature, to say nothing of the Bible itself, contains some pretty
If, because of Hope's increased
lewd ("realistic") and filthy portions. Yet, no one would consider work load, "something is bound to
burning those books. We must t r y to peer through and around the suffer", (as Mr. Stringer said. And
filth and attempt to segregate t h a t which is meaningful or significent. I hope it is!), why, oh why must
Something of value may be gained f r o m anything t h a t was ever it be extra-curricular activities
written. Our college's academic program attempts to "provide f o r each such as Anchor or P&M ? I would
student a broad base of experience in the various fields of human like to know, would it be sacriactivity which will enlarge his understanding of the world in which legious, catastrophic, tragic to let
we live, help him in disciplining his mind, and assist him in acquiring the "suffering" be in the area of
a vital Christian philosophy." We ought to actively seek to comple- parties, dances, carnivals, festivals,
ment this program by reading as widely as possible.
teas, parades, intiations, banquets,
—J. F.
luncheons, contests, receptions, and
the whole area of like social niceties? Or is this where we find the
real life of Hope College?
"What have you done," St. Peter asked,
Dr. Edward Teller, a top U.S.
That I should admit you h e r e ? "
nuclear scientist, clearly and def"I ran a paper," the editor said.
inately states t h a t the number one
At my college f o r one long year."
problem America faces today is
St. Peter pityingly shook his head
not producing the anti-missle misAnd gravely touched the bell.
sle, not the winning of the U.S."Come in, poor thing, select a harp.
Soviet race to t h e moon, but the
You've had your share of Hell!"
need to change the public's atti—Albion Pleiad
tude toward intellectual pursuits
and education, from elementary
school through the university level.
If something must "give" in orFOR YOUR EVERY DRUG STORE NEED
der to make room f o r more acaK
Rely On
demic emphasis, it should be in t h e
area of the social activities, not in
"The Friendly Store"
areas of intellectually stimulating
experiences such as those t h a t

From the Editor's Desk

An Editor's Life

I

HANSEN'S

Spice and Crumbs
by Richard Jaarsma
It has been reported by an insurance company t h a t there exists
a certain segment of the population which goes through life doing things wrong; falling down
stairs when they mean to go up,
and going up when they mean to
go down. They
are
otherwise
normal
and
healthy people,
but they seem
to
possess
a
quality
which
makes them un
able to reach into a refrigerator with the inRichard Jaarsma
l a . *
i
tent of sneaking out a piece of delectable chicken intended f o r the dinner tonight,
without grabbing the plate of leftovers that their wives wanted to
get rid of.
This situation strikes a responsive chord in me. A f t e r making an
intensive study, I have come to the
conclusion that I too should be included in the rank of those who
are all thumbs. To illustrate this,
let me tell of an annoying experience I had at a party a short
time ago.
The party was of the kind run
by one of those well-meaning hostesses who are under the delusion
that the only way to make guests
happy is to play games. I must
admit t h a t I am not much of a
man f o r that sort of thing, being
content just to sit in a corner and
get so sleepy that I have to be
carried home. I was cajoled into
the thing, however, but regretted
it the moment I looked at the hostess with her bright, cheery smile.
She was holding up a hat full of
slips of paper and the object of the
game, as f a r as I can recall, was
to draw out one of the little slips
and i£ yours had an " X " on it.

you were to go off on some sort
of foolish errand. As soon as I
put my hand in the hat, I realized,
with a crushing inevitability, t h a t
I would get a slip marked with an
"X." It never occurred to me t h a t
I wouldn't. I had had the same
thing happen to me before and I
was sure of it. I don't remember
what my errand was anymore because I went home in disgust.
Every time I walk up the stairs,
my foot finds the slippery spot, no
m a t t e r how small, and I go tumbling down with a loud crash that
startles everyone and makes me
look rather silly. Thousands of
people may have walked up and
down those same stairs and never
fallen, but when I try it an invisible hand pulls the rug f r o m under me and I am lucky if I get off
with a broken collar-bone. This
sort of thing makes a cynic of a
person and may make f o r a deepseated phobia of all stairs in general.
One of my favorite and daPy
tussles with inanimate nature is
the polishing of shoes. The ritual
begins with my attempting to
screw the top off the bottle of polish. In the struggle which ensues,
I usually end up spilling the liquid
all over myself. I have tried to
solve this problem by using a dry
and solid polish, but the tops of
the cans seem to be fixed on even
more tightly than on the bottles.
I may not spill anything on my
clothes, but I have at several different occasions opened up bad
gashes in my forehead, caused by
the cover suddenly giving way and
catching me by surprise. I think
that I may go back to the liquids
soon. If I live that long, anyway.
Once I have everything set up
and ready to go, the application of
the polish goes well and without
accidents; unless you^ call a - torn
ligament in the index finger an accident. Now comes the fun. Taking
the brush I raise it and begin to
polish. Nature has apparently decreed, however, that f o r a person
to hold a brush for more than
thirty seconds is an impossibility.
The brush feels the same way
about this and obligingly shoots
out of my hand and through the
nearest window. Luckily, I have a
neighbor whose doctor advises him
to do light work and he will gladly
do the job f o r me.
This isn't the only phase of my
life which vents its hatred on me.
I have known newspapers which
absolutely refused to open, and
once open were impossible to close
again. There have been typewriters in my life which — But why
complain really ? What would I
have written about if everything
had been allright?

P&M and the Anchor can offer. I
believe one can gain insight from
experiencing the desires, hopes, and
fears of the early Americans in
the Salem, Massachussets of 1692,
as they faced the monster, mass
hysteria. They had to decide between living as f r a u d s and cowards,
or suffering, even to death, f o r
their beliefs and principles. This
problem is not so remote f r o m us
today. Remember Joe McCarthy?
The present P&M play, THE
CRUCIBLE, offers the valuable
opportunity f o r gaining insight into the nature of man and one of
his constantly recurring problems.
All who take part in producing
the play share the Salem experience, and are trying to make it
possible for the author to get his
thought across to the people.
The Anchor offers an opportunity f o r "us to express ourselves
creatively through j o u r n a l i s m . GOOD FOOD — GOOD SERVICE
Even more fundamentally, it lets
us speak our minds as we please.
We can know what those on the
REASONABLE PRICES
campus think about life a t Hope
#,«
*
•
•.« • • •.».#.•«,»** #• #.« •»»»#.•»• # • # %
College. We can challenge and be • • • « • • •# •#„•«.«#.•
« • » •« • • • • •'« • • •# •> *'« •# • * •# •» V# • • »» • • %#
c h a l l e n g e d — intellectually —
through the writing in the Anchor.
Yes, Mr. Stringer, it is certainly
true that, "there are only so many
hours in each day in which to do
the many things which we would
like to do". It is also true, Mr.
Stringer, that, "the only thing we
GOOD FOOD
as students can do is decide what
the most important things are and
AT PRICES YOU LIKE
get as many of them done as possTO PAY
ible." But, Mr. Stringer, I do not
believe that it must be activities
like P&M and Anchor t h a t should
68 East Eighth Street
suffer f o r the sake of producing
more good doctors, teachers, and
Open 7 A.M. to 7 P.M.
scientists. Could we not cut down
a bit on the myriad social side
shows that a r e the real time conClosed Only on Sundays
sumers ?
—Donna Hoogerhyde

VOGUE RESTAURANT

BOONE'S
CITY KITCHEN
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(Continued from page 3, Col. 5)
My generation grew up with
wars and depressions and A-bombs,
and it will probably have bigger
wars and worse depressions and
more powerful bombs in its time,
but I don't think it is very worried
about the possibility. People have
learned to live with these things
and accept them as part of life.
Probably the biggest and most
common single worry of my genenation is the same one that has
been bothering young people for
quite a while now: how can I make
a comfortable living for myself
and my family? Aside from that
problem others are incidental, to
be dealt with as they arise.
Perhaps there has been a rise
in juvenile delinquincy in the past
few years. Maybe drugs have been
enjoying a brisk sale among the
under-twenty group, and possibly
drinking parties have been more
frequent than in days of yore. It
seems to me that any one of these
assumptions would be difficult to
prove conclusively, but even allowing them, I can't help thinking —
so what? The people that engage
in these activities have always been
with us, and there is no reason
why they should be found less in
one age group than another. They
are the lunatic fringe, f a r outnumbered by normal personalities,
and if the shifting tensions of the
modern world have added a few to
their members, it is neither surprising nor an occasion for worry.
The one constant thing in this
world is change, and my generation, like those that came before
it, is too busy adjusting to worry
about the few who get lost in the
shuffle.

Wrestling with God

C O L L E G E

A N C H O R

Page Five

CAMPOS COMEDY.

by Jerry Wondra
"And Jacob called the name of
the place Peniel: for 1 have seen
God face to face and my life is
preserved." (Gen. 32.30). Do we
often meet God face to face and
allow Him to deal personally with
the problems in our lives, or do
we tend to leave Him out of our
activities because we are afraid
Ho won't understand or because
we think He doesn't know what
we w a n t ? If the latter is true we
are missing a big part of the
Christian life, for the richest experience a Christian can have,
though it may require toil and
pain at times, is a deep, heartsearching, personal meeting with
God.

Americans Offered
Study Opportunities in Britain
Americans who want to study
and vacation in Great Britain this
summer will have the opportunity
to do so in four British university
summer schools, it was announced
by the Institute of International
Education. Closing date for scholarship applications is March 1 and
admission applications March 31.

Each school offers s i x - w e e k
courses of particular interest to
American graduate students. At
Stratford-upon-Avon the summer
school will be Shakespeare and
Elizabethan drama, with a special
seminar course on Elizabethan
music. At Oxford the subject will
Nothing can be gained by doing
be the literature, politics and arts
what Jacob had been doing. Ho
of seventeenth century England.
seemed to have God's blessing on
In London, courses will be given
his life in some measure, hut probon literature, art and social change
lems came up in his life which he
in England from 1789 to 1870. The
could not cope with. He was contheme of the Edinburgh School
tinually running away from his
will be the European Inheritance,
CDdfan HOKHAM list
enemies and seeking by his own
with the opportunity of making a
"I've worn it since 1920 and I'm not going
craftiness and wisdom to gain his
special study of history, literature
to stop now even if it is fashionable!"
full inheritance. After all, he knew
or philosophy. Each school offers
very well what was best for his
excursions to nearby points of inown life; what point would there tinuing to ask God for it until we His voice of conscience, telling us terest generally not open to tourbe in asking God about it. Besides, receive it? "Oh, those promises something we are doing is not ists.
God might not have the same ideas are nice to read, but they don't right, we will quickly suppress it
The fees for the British Summer
he had. Isn't this a common at- really work in everyday life".— and drive it out of our minds. We
Schools, including board, room and
titude? We tend to think God When we come to a decision we
don't want God to interfere with tuition, are between 180 and 184
doesn't care or understand our must make, do we ever take the
(approximately $224 to $236).
our plans.
problems. Wo battle them alone, time to ask God what His will
If a problem of faith comes up There is an additional administranever thinking of talking them over might be? Or, even when we do
tion fee of $15. A few full scholarwith Him. "Yes, Lord, we believe pray, do we pray with our minds in our lives—some truth we can't
ships are available to qualified
in you. But you just don't under- already made up? "Lord, I think seem to grasp—do we trouble ourgraduate students as well as a
stand this. Leave it to me; I'll this is right. Would you give me selves to "wrestle" it out with
limited number of partial scholartake care of it".—Or, when it comes the O.K." God will never answer God until He clears it up in our
ships open to graduates and underto a real need in our lives, do we this prayer. He wants to make minds. Let's face it. We want our graduates.
ever think of believing the numer- the whole decision or none at all. God to be a nice benevolent GrandAlthough these courses are genous promises in the Bible and con- Even if He does speak to us by
father who doesn't interfere in our erally intended for college gradupersonal lives—whom we visit once ates, undergraduate students in
in a while for a nice social chat their last two years will be conbut never get down to real issues. sidered.
Applications for the British
Great Christian men of all ages
Summer Schools may be obtained
have "wrestled" with God. They
from the Institute of International
m
have counted it important enough
Education in New York Citv.
to understand God's will and to receive answers to their prayers that
they would spare no time nor toil
in seeking Him. We may succeed
The Business Whirl
in keeping God out of our lives,
The man at the bar finished his
but we will never really receive
second glass of beer and turned to
answers to our problems; and we
ak the manager of the place, "How
will never grow in our Christian
many kegs of beer do you sell here
lives. Jacob required a real exin a week?"
perience with God to answer his
"Thirty-five," the manager ansproblems. He wrestled all night
wered with pride.
in pain and toil with an angel of
"Well, I've just thought of a
God, but the result was the most way you can sell 70."
blessed time of his life. PerseThe
manager
was
startled.
verence is essential in "wrestling" " H o w ? "
with God. When the angel said,
"It's simple. Fill up the glasses."
let me go, Jacob said, I will not
(The Reader's Digest)
let thee go except thou bless me.
We need not think it is time to
give up if we do not receive tho
McTavish was the proud owner
answer at once.
of a new cash register. One day
In the long run, these exper- when an old friend came into the
iences of "wrestling" with God are shop and bought a six-penny cigar,
the ones that lead to real Christ- the customer noted that McTavish
ian growth, for they are deep- pocketed the money instead of
seeded and life-changing. God has putting it into the drawer.
"Why not ring it u p ? " he asked
riches in store for His children
"You'll
be forgetting it."
that we will never know unless we
"Oh, I'll not forget it," replied
take the time to earnestly seek
Him. Prayer is no weak-man's ac- the Scot. "I keep track in my
tivity; it requires real work and head until I get a dollar, and then
perseverence; but if we earnestly I ring it up. It saves the wear-r
seek Him, we will find Him. We and tear-r on the machine."
(The Reader's Digest)
will meet Him face to face and
T h e executive s i d e - i f you pick the right
excellent pay from t h e beginning, with
our lives will be preserved and
business. Michigan Bell is looking for
regular increases. Extra benefits insure
changed.
Don't be afraid to The Men Who Came To Dinner
young m e n who want to get into a fastsecurity. And special on-the-job training
"wrestle" with God. Stop being a
It happened on a Vermont weekgrowing c o m p a n y and grow with it.
will qualify you for bigger jobs ahead.
Jacob and become an Israel, that
end. As the party was breaking
W e need specialists, and we need m e n
T h e m e n we hire today will b e leaders
God may say of you "As a prince
up, I said goodbye to one of the
with Liberal Arts and Business Administhou hast power with God and with
tomorrow, for in the t e l e p h o n e business,
guests, a sad-faced, elderly man
man, and hast prevailed." All the
tration backgrounds. T h e t e l e p h o n e busip r o m o t i o n s come f r o m w i t h i n .
who kept us laughing all through
riches of heaven are available
ness is widely diversified a n d depends
dinner and for several hours a f t e r G e t all the details a b o u t your opporthrough the prayers of the saints.
wards. After he left, I asked my
on many different skills and talents. W h a t
tunities for a m a n a g e m e n t career with
hostess, "Who is that man? He's
t h e business m u s t have is m e n with alert,
Michigan Bell. W r i t e or call "collect" t o
the most entertaining fellow I've
trained m i n d s and administrative ability.
M r . K. A. N e w m a n , 1365 Cass Avenue,
ever met."
DISCOUNTS TO
T h e work will be exciting. You'll get
D e t r o i t 26, W O o d w a r d 1-1235.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
"Why, I really don't know," she
on Radio & Phono Repairs
said. "He came to fix the furniture
BENNETT RADIO & TELEVISION this morning, and he's been here
MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
ever since.
Corner College & 14th St.
(The Reader's Digest)
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Which side of the desk will you be on
five years from now ?
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Benes Leads Hope in Scoring, Accuracy; Ritsema Top Rebonndei
Fraters Lead
In All-Sports
Trophy Race
Having been awarded 34 out of
a possible f o r t y points in all intramural play so far, the Fraters are
out in f r o n t in the race for the
All-Sports Trophy. A battle f o r
second place in waging between
the Knicks, with 28 points, and the
Cosmos with 27%. The Cosmos
have captured the coveted trophy
f o r the past two years. In fourth
place are the Arkies who have 16 Va
points. The Emmies are bringing
up the rear with 13.

Ortquist Tops
Knicks, Fraters
Dutch Average 81 Points Per Game
Share
Interfrat
Keglers With 180
Paul Benes, who was recently elected captain of next year's
Basketball
Crown
basketball squad, led the Hope College Dutchmen in two departments
Pin Average
The Knickerbockers and Fraters, this season. He was the team's top scorer and had the highest shoot-

Bud Ortquist, bowling for the cochampion Arcadian team, posted
the highest pin average among all
those who took part in i n t e r f r a t
bowling matches this year. In ten
games, he collected an even 1800
pins for 180 pins a game. His
nearest rival was Marty Elzinga
of the Cosmos who in ten games
picked up 1708 pins for a 170.8
average. The entire Cosmo team,
consisting of Elzinga, Warren
Plaggemars, Phil Toppen, Ed BredTouch football, basketball, vol- eweg, and Jim Evers, finished
leyball, Softball, and May Day are among the top seven bowlers.
major sports. Ten points are Gordy Daniels placed third with a
awarded f o r a first place finish in 169.8 mark.
these, eight f o r second, six for
The ten top bowlers and their
third, four f o r fourth, and two averages were as follows:
f o r fifth. Tennis, golf, handball,
G
Pins Avg.
bowling, and ping-pong are minor
Ortquist,
Ar
10
1800
180.0
sports, and the points are awarded
10 1708 170.8
in these on a 5-4-3-2-1 basis. In Elzinga, Co
8 1359 169.9
case of a tie f o r any position, the Daniels, In
Plaggemars,
Co
10
1640 164.0
two teams each receive half the
10 1550 155.0
total of the points awarded for the Toppen, Co
Bredeweg, Co
...10 1514 151.4
two positions.
Evers, Co. •
8 1184 148.0
The F r a t e r s have won the footNederveld, Ar
10 1479 147.9
ball, tennis, and handball trophies
Matthews, Ar
8 1181 147.6
outright, and now share the basketDocherty, F r
8 1178 147.2
ball honors with the Knicks, who
High game of the season — Ortpossess the golf trophy. The Cosquist, 241
mos and Arkies have just shared
the bowing championship.
The Standings:

by posting overall won-lost records
of 15-5, shared the interfraternity
basketball championship this season. The Knicks were undefeated
in " A " league and had a 5-5 "B"
league record, while the F r a t e r s
won 6 and lost 4 in "A" league
and were "B" league champs with
a 9-1 mark. Finishing in third
place with an overall 12-7 mark
were the Cosmos. The Emmies
10-10 mark was good enough f o r
only fourth place. The Arkies
finished fifth with a dismal 1-18
record. The Seminary and Independents, playing in the " A " and
"B" leagues respectively, each
garnered 3-7 records.
Leading both leagues in scoring
and average was J e r r y Hendrickson of the Cosmo " A " league
team. He pumped in 140 points in
eight games f o r a 17.5 average.
However, John Jeltes, playing f o r
the F r a t e r s in the same- league,
registered 36 points in two contests f o r an 18 point average. The
"B" league scoring leader was
Dave White of the Knicks, who
scored 131 points in 10 games f o r
a 13.1 average. Matt Peelen of
the F r a t e r s finished in the runnerup spot with a 12.8 mark, scoring
116 points in nine games.
The Statistics:

Ar. Co. Em. Fr. Kn.
Football ......4
10
7
2
7
March 1st Hope's Girls' BasketTennis
3
4
2
5
1
Golf
2
3
4
1
5 ball Team traveled to Albion and
Basketball ..2
6
4
9
9 won their first game by defeating
Bowling
1
3 the Albion Girls' 48-37. The vic4 1 /2 4% 2
Handball ....1
3
2
4 tory was the result of the sharp5
Totals
34
28 shooting of Carolyn Scholten; the
1 6 Va 27 y 2 13
fine defensive work done by guards
Sandy Dressel, Helen Taylor, Mary
Hoffmeyer, and Barbara Monroe;
and the excellent team work displayed by all the players.
A & W ROOT BEER

"A" LEAGUE

HOPE WOMEN
DEFEAT ALBION

DRIVE IN
Open 7:00 A.M.
Complete Breakfast
CATER TO HOPE STUDENTS

W
10
7
6
3
2
1

Knicks
Cosmos
Fraters
Seminary
Emmies
Arkies

L
0
2
4
7
8
8

W
9
8
5
5
3
0

L
1
2
5
5
7
10
L
5
5
7
10
7
18

Knicks
Fraters
Voorhees Sophs
Cosmos
Emmies
Take Basketball Lead
Seminary
Voorhees Sophs have taken over
first place in the Intra-mural Arkies
basketball games. Scores previous
Leading Scorers :
to last night's games are as folG P PPG
lows:
Hendrickson, Co. A .. 8 140 17.5
White,
Kn. B
10 131 13.1
Voorhees Sophs
4
0
10 123 12.3
246 River Ave.
Ph. EX 2-2828 Sem-Wives
3
1 Kober, Km B
9 119 13.2
Durfee Seniors
3
1 Emerson, Kn. A
"True Individuality Cannot Be
Peelen,
Fr.
B
9 116 12.8
Imitated"
Durfee Juniors
2
2
9 110 12.2
Taylor Frosh
1
3 Bekuis, Em. B
Sonja Boeve — Mae Kuna
Essenberg,
Em.
A
....10
108 10.8
1
3
Bertha Van Beek — Opal Manthey Van Vleck Frosh
De
Braal,
Kn.
A
8
104 13.0
Voorhees Frosh
1
3
9" 104 11.3
Annex Frosh
3 Moore, Ar. A
Docherty, Fr. B
9 100 11.1

g
tt
8

We Keep "Hope College" Sweet

- F A B I A H O ' S 26 W . 8th St.

FGA
411

%
41

FT
67

FT A
95

%
68

Rebounds
202

TP
407

PPG
20.3

Ritsema

136

343

36

68

95

69

230

340

17.0

Vanderhill ,

106

299

35

28

45

62

42

240

12.0

Vriesman

63

169

37

13

22

59

73

139

6.9

Buursma

52

145

35

26

43

60

34

130

6.5

Teusink

47

133

35

25

37

67

46

119

5.9

Beernink

36

93

37

29

43

67

35

101

5.1

Thomson

10

26

38

5

6

83

5

25

~

9

24

37

7

11

63

28

25

—

8

25

32

6

10

60

6

22

—

Siedentop

4

28

14

11

16

68

11

19

—

Kempker

5

19

26

5

7

71

6

15

Hood

3

11

27

0

3

0

13

6

Schut
Kleinheksel

....

Total Points — 1588; 79.4 avg.

5?
#%

VANDERBERG JEWELRY
ELGIN — HAMILTON — BULOVA WATCHES

»

210 College

Phone EX 4-8810

I

NOON SPECIALS

65c
(Meal Tickets)
ORDERS TO GO
Phone EX 2-2135
y

-

Western Michigan's

GREETING CARD
CENTER
Featuring
" H A L L M A R K CARDS"

H 0 LLAN D

"Service Is Our Business"
Phone EX 4-8760
Corner 15th and River Ave.

PRINS SERVICE
T. KEPPEL'S SONS
ESTABLISHED 1867

160 E. 8th Street
Phone EX 4-4342

Welcomes
Hope Students

OFFICE
OUTFITTERS
£ STATIONERS
Downtown — Next to Penney's

TEXACO PRODUCTS
BUILDER'S HARDWARE . . . BUILDER'S SUPPLIES

K

FINE F o f e d s

•
I
!

SHELL SERVICE
Holland

—

Totals: FG 649-1746, 37.1%; F T 290-436, 66.5%; Rebounds 741, 37 pg.

RYPMA & TOPP

ICE CREAM — CANDY — SALTED NUTS — FRUITS
B
».»

Benes

FG
170

m m j u i m m m i m u m m i i i
W
15
15
12
10
3
1

Personality
Beauty Salon

on the twenty regular season
play. The Dutch as a team
the first twenty games, but
encounters to hike the actual

18th & Columbia

OVERALL

Meal Tickets at Discount

The following statistics are based
games and do not include tournament
averaged 79.4 points per game over
averaged 97 each in two post season
average to 81 points even.

iKMKSWSMXKKKKKKaKSaKKKKKKKKKKS^MMKKKMKKKKKKKMKKKtii

"B" LEAGUE

Fraters
Emmies
Cosmos
Individual scorers were as follows: Knicks
Scholten
21 Indies
Fischer __i
12 Arkies
Newhouse
2
Owen
13

ing percentage as well. The 6'11" center, according to statistics compiled by the H Club, scored 407 points in the first twenty games of
the season f o r an average of 20.3. Benes went on to score 71 more
points in the two tournament games to boost t h a t average a little
higher. In regular season contests forward Ray Ritsema, winner of
the Randall Bosch award as the Most Valuable Player in the MIAA
this season, led his team in rebounds, grabbing 230. Ritsema also
had a free throw shooting percentage of 69% of lead the Dutchmen
in that department.
*.

TIRES — ACCESSORIES

SAVE 2 0 % ON ALL PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS

MOTOR TUNE-UP

RENTAL TYPEWRITERS

AND REPAIRS

River Avenue — Next to 7-Up Co.

•

